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YouGov has been conducting surveys on public attitudes to the wearing of religious clothing and
symbols in the workplace. The polls were taken in the light of the four cases recently heard in the
European Court of Human Rights.

In the study, opinion was sought about the entitlement to wear three religious items (a chain
necklace with a Christian cross, a Jewish kippah/skullcap, and an Islamic burka) in four
professional situations: flight attendant, nurse, teacher, and accountant.

The survey found people are more receptive to accountants being entitled to wear religious
symbols than the more public facing professions such as nurses, teachers and flight attendants.

Across all four professions settings it found that people were more comfortable with crosses and
kippahs being worn that the burka.

People were generally happier with a flight attendant wearing a cross (80% approval) than a nurse
(70%) which reflects to some extent the results of the court cases, when Nadia Eweida of British
Airways won her case and nurse Shirley Chaplin lost hers.

Overall only 27% of people thought it was okay for people to wear a burka at work, with a nurse in
a burka likely to gain least approval (18%) with a teacher not far behind at 22%.

See the Yougov poll here
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Freedom of religion or belief

Secularism protects freedom of religion or belief for all.
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We must empower secular schools to assert their ethos

When Islamists tried to bully Michaela Community School, the school refused to back down. Other
schools have not been so successful in challenging religious intimidation. Megan Manson explores
what made Michaela different. Read More »

School’s decision to restrict prayer rituals lawful, court finds

Disadvantage to Muslim pupils outweighed by need to promote interests of whole school
community, judge says. Read More »

The universality of human rights needs defending

Seventy-five years on from the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, its promise
of freedom and equality remains a distant dream for those living under religious rule, says Stephen
Evans. Read More »

Freedom of religion or belief must include the freedom to
‘blaspheme’

The freedom to question and criticise religious ideas in the same manner as any other kind is
foundational to a democratic... Read More »

Established church hinders religious freedom, NSS tells UN
expert

The NSS has told a UN expert that lack of separation between Church and state is undermining
freedom of religion or belief in the UK. Read More »
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